
climbing to 17,810.06 and the S&P 500 four times – for the year, 
the Dow is now up 7.4%, and the S&P 500 is up 12%. Much of 
the rebound has been the result of the resurgent American 
economy, but late last week, words and actions by foreign 
central banks added to the momentum. However, all of the 
progress could be undone by the political tension that’s been 
cranked up in the wake of the midterm elections that saw the 
GOP win the Senate.

In 2012, Mario Draghi, the president of the European Central 
Bank, reassured investors when he declared that he would 
do “whatever it takes” to save the euro. On Friday, with the 
euro alive but on life support, he introduced a variation on 
the theme, saying the ECB would do “what we must” to boost 
growth and avoid defl ation, which some believe can only 
happen with a Fed-like round of bond buying. He said the 
ECB was ready to “step up the pressure” and “broaden even 
more channels through which we intervene.” On the same 
day, reacting to its recent slowdown and the failure of earlier 
measures taken to stimulate borrowing and lending, China’s 
central bank unexpectedly cut its benchmark rate from 6% to 
5.4%. The fi rst rate cut since the summer of 2012, the hope 
is that it will help revive the housing market and also increase 
China’s demand for commodities. Stock indexes around the 
globe soared on the news from the two central banks.  

The showdown in Washington
The republicans won’t take over Congress until 
January, but President Obama took a step 
designed to make the new political order 
more fraught, choosing what The 
New York Times described as 
“confrontation over 
conciliation” by 

Since the late September swoon that dragged the Dow into the red for 
2014 and saw the S&P 500 fl irting with a correction, both indexes have 
stormed back, reaching new highs almost as often as not, and last week 
was no exception, with the Dow turning the trick three times while
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Key Market Data
Week ending… 11/14/2014 11/21/2014 Change

S&P 500 Index 2,039.82 2,063.50 +1.16%

MSCI EAFE Index 1,813.19 1,831.20 +0.99%

BarCap U.S. Aggregate 
Bond Index

1,902.57

10-Year Treasury 
Note Rate

2.320% 2.317% -0.3     
basis pts.

Trending

NYMEX Crude Future 
(Barrel)

$75.82 $76.51 +0.91%
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issuing a directive that would allow up to fi ve million illegal 
immigrants to work legally (though they weren’t off ered 
citizenship). The GOP had already begun to fl ex its muscles, 
with the House passing the Keystone XL pipeline (it died in the 
Senate), and last week it fi led a lawsuit aimed at overturning 
Obamacare, casting doubt on the prospect of any bipartisan 
progress on such issues as the defi cit and trade during the 
president’s last two years in offi  ce.   

Japan’s latest recession
Japan unexpectedly fell back into recession, calling into 
question the dramatic steps to revive the economy that have 
been taken by Prime Minister Shinzo Abe. With estimates 
running as high as 2%, GDP instead fell 1.6% in the third quarter 
from a year earlier after a 7.3% decline in the second (two 
consecutive quarters of contraction is considered to be a 
recession). Mr. Abe promptly dissolved Parliament and called 
for new elections, while also suggesting he might put off  the 
second sales tax hike scheduled for October 2015 – the fi rst 
hike, in April, is seen as the main reason for the second-quarter 
contraction. Mr. Abe said, “Raising the consumption tax is 
supposed to increase government revenues, but if we fall 
back into defl ation it will all be for nothing.” It is Japan’s fourth 
recession since 2008.

The Fed shifts its sights
The Fed released the minutes of its last meeting on Oct. 27 
and 28, and it seems as if rates will remain low until infl ation 
nears the 2% mandate, now that employment is not as 
pressing. Thanks in part to lower gas prices, the annual rate of 
infl ation has now been below 2% for 29 months. In addition, 
the minutes indicated that Fed members were not especially 
concerned about economic weakness in Europe and Asia, nor 
the recent stock market volatility, describing “the eff ects of 
recent developments on the domestic economy as likely to 
be quite limited.” The minutes also said the Fed would hold its 
short-term rate at its current record low for a “considerable 
time,” interpreted as mid-2015. 

As evidence of the low rate of infl ation, consumer prices were 
fl at in October, while core prices, excluding food and energy, 
rose just 0.2%. Over the last year, consumer prices have 
risen 1.7% and core infl ation 1.8%. The producer price index 
increased 0.2%, while core PPI climbed 0.4%; for the past 12 
months the PPI was up 1.5% over the last year, with core prices 
having gained 1.8%. 

In other economic news, the Commerce Department said 
that single-family home starts, which account for more than 
two-thirds of the market, rose 4.2% to 696,000, the fastest 
pace since last November. Multifamily homes fell 15.4%, so 
overall starts were off  2.8% to 1.009 million. Building permits 
jumped 4.8% to 1.08 million, the highest rate since June 2008. 
The National Association of Realtors reported that sales of 
existing homes were up 1.5% to 5.26 million compared to 
5.18 million in September. It was the fi rst month this year that 
sales rose on a year-to-year basis, climbing 2.5% from October 
2014. Manufacturing output increased 0.2% in October, the 
Fed reported, and is up 3.4% over the last year. Total industrial 
production dropped 0.1%, while capacity utilization was off  
0.3% to 78.9. First-time jobless applications fell 2,000 to 
291,000 as the four-week moving average was ticked up to 
1,750 from 287,500. And the Conference Board said its index of 
leading indicators increased 0.9% in October.

A look ahead
This week’s releases will include Markit’s services and 
composite purchasing managers’ indexes, the fi rst revision of 
third-quarter growth (forecast to be revised down from 3.5% 
to 3.3%), and the latest on personal consumption, pending 
and new home sales, the S&P/Case-Shiller home price index, 
durable and capital goods orders, personal income and 
spending, and consumer confi dence. The markets will, of 
course, be closed Thursday – Happy Thanksgiving – and the 
week will end with that annual shopping frenzy, Black Friday.
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